To participate in the public service in a way of franchising by project financing and intervention of the public affairs is a special operation idea and ability to resist risks, providing a way for the marketization of public utilities in our intervention. Through franchising way of introducing foreign capital can not only reduce conflict attributing to the public management market intervention model in respective countries but also put this conflict into the integration of the legal system of the host country.
Introduction
Because of the global financial crisis in 2008, the world economy had witnessed decline in varying degrees, which will also hold economy in recession. Therefore, compared with other developed countries, many countries around the world are inclined to invest in Chinese market.
Summary
In the field of public affairs, thanks to the reform and opening-up policy, China has been exploring a way on how to break the natural monopoly and administrative monopoly in public affairs in order to change the state-owned monopoly enterprise USES the public all, public finance and public management the government investment management mode of operation caused by the inefficient, the phenomenon such as long-term supply. Public service done by the government will no longer exist, but by introducing market competition mechanism to the private capital and foreign capital to develop financing, in the form of project financing of franchising introducing private capital, foreign capital, foreign technology and advanced management experience in related field.
Instead of the investment management pattern of government, "the goal is not clear with the lack of management autonomy and responsibility system, financial distress and Labour problems... public enterprise or organization management become loose, and the desire of reducing cost is not strong" etc, vigorously promote foreign investment in the form of project financing of franchising enterprises to participate in our country's public utilities services, is not only a response to the new situation "push to provide diversity and provide ways of public service", but to deal with the development of infrastructure money supply tension and improve the efficiency of production and operation.
Project financing mode of franchise contract summary
Project finance franchise contract need specification, and also need to prevent risks. The author chose the word " summary ", because the research on project financing of the franchise contract is not a complete system, but some details which need to be paid attention to.
International Integration for Regional Public Management (ICPM 2014)
Carry out limited administration excellent benefit right concept
The author thinks, whether it is private enterprises or foreign-funded enterprises, the key to its cooperation with the government management of public affairs is the public power restriction and private rights. In general, guaranteeing the realization of public interests is the exercise of the right to adequate administration excellent benefit right, but because the administration excellent benefit right is a kind of discretionary power, "as long as the effective restriction on the public power to exclude power holders were judged and the freedom to make the possibility of selection, there discretion." 1 Therefore, if there is not the legal system of administrative discretion in the supervision and regulation, it is highly risky to be misused or abused.
In the project financing the franchise contract, the administrative contract, must highlight the attention government or other investors. In order to maximize their interests, the project will be both prior to the transfer of assets evaluation, and then both parties will base changing pricing on evaluation. Because the decrease of evaluation value will result in the loss of state-owned assets, and the increase of assessment value may affect the enthusiasm of private investors.
To some extent, evaluation of project financing mode of public project, in fact, is to assess the franchise value. As the franchise use intangible assets assessment, at present, generally with the replacement cost method and income current value method 3 two assessment methods.
Stable connection non state investors and item company
In should be banned. These requirements and constraints must be refined in the franchise contract.
To prevent the risk of government franchising
Although the government is in a strong position to the abuse of administrative power, to prevent, alert.
But in normal circumstances, the government will business franchisees and full respect for the social and public interests.
Reasonable pay franchise expires debt
Although the management of public utilities project financing mode, the government has not clearly 
